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ABSTRACT

C«nt»r—of-Haas correction* to th* « a n «pvctru* and «tatlc

proportt** of low-lying S-wav* baryon* aro dlscuaavd In tho con-

tost of a rolativiat Ic. Indopondont quark Modol* baa* d on a Dlrac

aquation, with equally aiiod scalar and voctor confining poten-

tial of harmonic typo. A aioro satisfactory fitting of tho para-

•Mtors involved i* obtained, as compared with previous treatments

In which CM corrections were neglected.
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l• Introduction

As * dynamical thtory of strong interactions. Qu«r>tu<t

Chromodynamics has gained wide acceptance. It provides a fluid

of theoretical framework for a systematic analysis of hadro-iic

fenomena> based on which a considerable progress in the «ncor-

standing of them has been achieved. The quantitative succec-j of

QCD in the realm of very high momentum transfers is quite inares-

sive. A reason for this stems from the fact that the effective

coupling constant <•£) In that region is small and perturbation

theory may be applied. The «am* cannot be said about the hadron

structure problem at ordinary mass scales (circa 1 SeV). whare

a large amount of data eiists. For this reason, it is still of

interest to study simple and workable models which incorporate

some features inspired by QCD. such as asymptotic freedom and

confinement.

Among them. In the*non-relativistIc domain» special men-

tion must be done to the pioneering work of Oe Rujula» Georgi and

61ashow and to the extensive analysis of Isgur and Karl .

In the relatlvistic domain» the original bag mode) give*

us a possible description of hadrons as composite systems of re-

latlvistic spin 1/2 Dirac quarks, enclosed in the interior of a

cavity with sharp boundary.

As an alternative to the models of the bag tvpe. •«•> have
if

the relativistic potential models > in which the idea of a jftarp

boundary is abandoned in favor of a Lorentz scalar potential of

the confining type.

This is tantamount to confinement because it corresponds

to attribute to the Dirac constituent quark an effective M E » ,

which grows indefinitely for increasing distances.



The present work ia based on * relativisttc potential

••dal in which In» constituent quark* obey a Oirac equation in a

contra!» confining potentt«l» which i* a miiture» in «qual parts»

of a Lorontx mcalar (S) and a Lorentz voctor (V) .

Tho Dirac equation with an equally mixed S+V confining

potential has several interest'ng.propertIes< (I) it provides a

relatIvistlcally consistent confinement» in view of the absence

of Klein parados for quarks or anti-quarks , <ii) it admite ««act

solutions whenever the « c respond ing Schrõdinger equation la e«-

actly solvable, for tho same potential t (III) tho one-body spin-

orbit interaction, vanishes' i <iv> it realises an eiact SU(2>

spin symmetry, independent of the radial dependence of the poten-

tial i <vl it admits an exact Kelosh transformation > <v() for

high energies, it admits- linear Regge trajectories for a confin-

ing linear potential .

An independent quark model based on the equally mixed

S*V Dirac equation has been applied» with reasonable degree of

success» to the stvdy of the properties of the low—lying S-wave

baryons. particularly the mass spectrum ' and static baryonlc

properties » The description of baryons as an independent quark

lei requires-, however. the introduction of center—of—mass (CM)

corrections in order to remove, from the total single-quark ener-

gy* the spurious energy of the CM motion. These CM corrections

are of importance net only for the calculation of the mass spec-

42
trum but also for the static properties such as the aiial charge

g.« the rms radius and magnetic moment of nucleon .

In this work, the CM corrections are worked out follow-

Ing the treatment of Wong . who makes use of an appropriate pro-

jection procedure, known in nuclear physics as the generator co-
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ordinat* method. Th* radial dependence of thi S+V potential will

be taken to be harmonic. This choice of the confining potential

ha* the* additional advantage that the calculations may be per-

formed analytically.

This paper is organized as followsi In section 2» the

S*V relativistic model is briefly discussed» together with the

•«pressiona of the static baryonic properties derived from it.

Section 3 is devoted to the calculation of the mass spectrum for

th* S—wave ground state baryons. This is done by calculating the

one-gluon-eichange <06E) energy contributions» In first ordor in

\, following the lines of Amaral and Zagury . In ordor to make

the paper reasonably self-contained» the gluon exchange correc-

tions are presented with some detail for the case of a harmonic

potential» a case» as mentioned before» amenable to an eiact. an-

alytical treatment.

Section 4 describes the calculation of the CM correc-

tions. The parameter fitting of the mass spectrum and of the main

baryonic static properties is discussed in section S. Finally,

section 4 will be devoted to the main conclusions.

2. The Harmonic S+V Model.

The present model» as applied to ordinary hadrons is a

relativistIc. independent quark model whose main properties are

the following » <i> baryons are color singletst <li> the SU(3)

flavour group is only broken by taking the mass of the strange quark

different from that of the non-strange quarfcsi (iii) quarke are

confined. In a first approiimetI on. by a relatIvistlc S+V confin-

ing potential which, in the center-of-mass system of the hadron.



take* the for» of a central potent 1*1:

«Iv» the «as* spectrua obtained is corrected by one-gluon exchan-

ge tOGE) «song different quarks inside the hadrons» calculated in

fir«t order In ̂ - ^ / 4 » . For Mathematical simplicity, the confin-

ing potential is taken here to be harmonic'

Then» each quark iis the had""*» •*,***>[••. ir- r»

The S-tMve solutions to this equation have the formi

is a Pawli spinor and <f(/O is a normal Ixed eigenfunct Ion

of the radial equation!

X = t-i"»l t (2.6)

the functions fft/O are given by»

Oafiningi

one has» for normal i zed V **
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So. It is easily s»»n that!

(2.8)

H»nc»> th» normalization constant in »q.(2.4) is given

by»
- - - - " " (2.7>

Physically, th» probability of th» quark to b» in th»

«tat» d»scrib»d by th» re la t iv is t ic component Tj is Ng« 1-N .

In th» static l imi t . N(«O, h»nc» N,- N*« 1.

For th» S-»»av» quark »n»rgy w» hav»i

£ = 7n -f V,

Th» static baryonic proptrtlts in th» harmonic case as-

SIMM si «pi» forms*

(I) Th» aiial charg» gA of th» nuclaon ia*

(II) for th» rms radius of th» proton w» hav»i

<i i i ) and for th» proton magnetic mom»n(>

/r r X. (2.13)

Th» subscript x»ro in th» r.h.s. of (2.11)-(2.13) ,ndl-

cat»s that it r»f»rs to non-strang» quarks.

For th» hypcronic A —d»caym. th» following formula for

th» aiial charg» holds' 1/

wh»r» 4? stands for th» ««ll—known matrix »l»m»nt associatad

with th» corresponding d»cay.
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One sees that the model ham five free parameters! the

ground-state potential V£ • the Hook's spring constant K, the «ass

af the non—strange quark Tn^-wy»*^), the strange quark mass *\4and

the qoark-gluon coupling constant Vc .

3. O6E Corrections to the Mass Spectrum.

We now discuss the OGE corrections to the mass spectrum

of th* ground—state hadrons> in the harmonic S+V model.

Following closely ref.(lO) > we take into account the

quark sel f—energy terms, which were neglected in previous treat-

ments . This has the effect of reducing considerably the "oluon-

electi-ic contribution ". giving rise to a better fitting of the

baryonic properties.

The OGE corrections can be written as a sum of a "vjluon-

electràc energy" and a "gluon—awgnetic energy"!

(3.1)

where A denotes the color indei and i.,J- are the quark flavor in-

dices.

The densities P and the currents J- are given by >

where a is the quark-gluon coupling constant and 2.t are the ijell-

rtann matrices of the SU(3) color group.

Summing over the color indices» the integral expressions

in <3.1> can be written as:
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<i> "gluon-vlectr ic" par t i

(3.3)

where Tl Is equal to t for baryons and equal 2 for meson* and»

(3.4)

> ) =-L CM?W AJ + f CaEji-VOi')) Vf
** 6

(II) "gluon-magnet Ic" partt

where*

(3.6)

Performing the integrations In (3.4) and <3.6>» we get

the following

J,; =

mdi *T

D»fi n ingt

<3.8)

<3.9>

«>• can wri t»t

<3.tO>
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In eqs.(3.10>. the subscript sera indicates a quart? u or

d and the subscripts» a strange quark. The coefficients a'a and

A-'s are easily evaluated from (3.3) and (3.3) for the different

hadron states fX > . The results are contained in table 1. which

also includes the ground-state meson coefficients» as a comple-

ment to the results of ref.(lO).

With the OGE corrections» the hadron «asses will be gi-

ven by*

where E # Is the sum of the single-particle energies and E^ is the

total OSE correction.

a. The CM Corrections.

Donoghue and Johnson pointed out» in their analysis of

the CM corrections to the bag model that in an independent quark

system» the independent particle state is not directly identified

with the hadron to which it corresponds but rather with a wave-

packet of the hadron momentum states in which the CM Is neither

at rest nor in uniform motion but fluctuates about a mean posi-

tion. Although the average value of the total momentum P satis-

fies <?> - O » one ha» <?*> • O . For hadrons of sufficiently

high «asses» mj • this gives rise to an energy <?*>/ 2m^ • which»

being spurious» must be subtracted from the hadron energy aa cal-

culated in eq.(3.11>.

This approach» known as the wave—packet method» has been

41 O
discussed by several workers ' . Here we follow the formul.it ion

42

• f the wave-packet method as discussed by Wong » which corres-

ponds to a particular instance of the generator coordinate nethod

well known in nuclear physics .
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Accordlngly» a mingIt-particle hadron state with center

a t x . |/\<2)>, Is eipressed a*t

where IA<^l/are momentum «igenstates of the hadron A» normal

as usually!

wh*re \"̂ j<?) • J 2 Mip . for mesons.

lEj/m, . for baryons.

Th* function 0<?> » the momentum-profile of th* wave-

packet, is easily seen to b* given by»

. <4.3)

(4.4>

Is th* Fourier transform of the Hill-Wheeler overlap function

< /<O>! A</?)>. From (4.4) and (4.1), we get for the eipectation

value of a function F(P). th* expression!

Applying this formalism to th* harmonic S+V model> w*

hav*> for a general configuration with IV. const Ituentsi

' (4.6)

withi

l%oo 5 <k(o))k(ni> = jd's v\t) Wx*&) , <4.7>

where f(a) is given by eq.<2.4>> in the present model.
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For configurations containing strange and non-strange

quarks, we have» for the HiZl-Wheeler overlap function*

(4.8)

where

Here» n. denotes the number of non-strange quarks in the

hadron and TlA» the nwaber of strange quarks I with "h. • *ft*s 3 •

for baryons. Mutatis Mutandis» eq.(4.S> is valid also for mesons

< 1». •"*.»- 2 ) .

For the O1 correct ions, we calculated (4.S) with F<P>-p 4

and obtained>

c=^4
i Xi **

In coaputiag the CM corrections» we followed the proce—

43
dure advocated by Bart el ski et. al. . who have shown thct the

assuaption <f (7a)>5Tf «v"a>> . where v 4» ?a/EJ. is a better approx-

imation than that corresponding to eipanding in <P >/Ma. Hence»

Instead of E = M + i £ S so that for the CM-corrected «asses» holds*

'4.11)

with <?a> given by 14.1O) .

Finally, owr analysis of the CM corrections to the s ta t -

ic properties OT the ground—state baryons is based on the folloui-

4)
ing e«pressions >
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(4.12-b>

where Q Is the baryon charge and M the maes. The expressions for

jt. i *• *•
£A . <n > , and U are given in eqs.(2.14> . (2.12) and (2. 3) .

respectIvely.

S. Numerical Results.

We shall now discuss the fitting of the five free para-

meters of the model. The fitting was done by taking as input ttte

masses of the nucleonr tà andSL> the aiial charge of the neutron

<L(n) and the rms radius of the proton </TX . For this» use was

made of eqs.<4.ll). (4.12-a) and (4.12-b). The results obtained

for the baryon masses are displayed in table 2» where the corres-

10
ponding results of Amaral and Zagury > without CM corrections»

ars also indicated for comparision.

Although the agreement between our results and the e»pe-

rimental values is vry good for the cases of the f\ > 2- and JZ. »

our fitting is a little worse than that of ref.(lO) for the Z and

^.particles. If we define a mean-square deviation byl

•A

/ (S.I)

N
w h e r e N is the number o f fitted masses» we get for our fitting

<«M> - 2 5 . 7 fleV» to be c o m p a r e d with the v a l u e 2 3 . 3 M e V c o r r e s -

p o n d i n g to the f i t t i n g of ref.(10>> "ithout CM c o r r e c t i o n s .
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Howovor. th* numeric Al value* of th» parameters found

In our fitting are much «ore pleasant* In rtf.(lO)> they were»

*^« 38 n»V. » A- 211 MeV. V,- 219 M«V. K- 8.1o'l1eV
J and •£-1.366.

In the present fitting, we obtained* T\- 27.3 tieV. 7n,«229.l M*V»

V. - 11O.3 NeV. K» 21.4.1O4MeV3 and •£» 0.82 ..

These results show that by including the CM correction»

we obtained a decrease in the mass of the u quark. Besides» a

•ore satisfactory value for the coupling constant V£ was obtained.

By using the same parameters as above» we have also cal-

culated the Clt-corr*cted mass spectrum of the S—wave mesons. Ne

have found» with exception of the pion» sensible results» which

are listed in table 3.

In tables 4 and 3» we list the results obtained for the

magnetic moments of tke octet baryons and for the ailal vector

constants J^ • occur ing in the A decays of the baryonic J- octet»

as calculated by eos.<4.12-c) and (4.12-a). respectively.

He notice that in our fitting </t*>v is input whereas the

proton magnetic moment EL is predicted to be equal to 3.09 n.«. •

which is 9X higher than the empirical value. On the other hand»

in the fitting without CM corrections • the proton magnetic mo—

a *
ment was taken as input and a value <n À » 1.196 fm was predicted

for the rms radius of the proton» while the eiperimental value Is

O.877 fm. Besides» our magnetic moment results show a mean—t>q'.>».-e

deviation of the experimental values equal to 0.23 n.m.» which Is

similar of ref.(lO). where <J/t>- O.22 n.m. .

Me finally point out that our fitting differs consider-

ably from that of Barik» Dash and Das > although both papers re-

fer to the harmonic S+V model and indeed» make use of the came

type of CM corrections. One reason for this is that those authors
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414 not Include in their analysis the b«ryonic «as* spectrum.

Further» they considered their model «imply as a model of t*>e

baryonic quark-core and not as a model of the baryons properly.

As far as a complete model of baryons has to Include the contri-

bution of a plonic cloud. Both fittings may be considered» in

our view» as independent indications of the viability of the

harmonic S+v model and of the relevance of the CM correct lens.

&. Conclusions.

The harmonic S+V relativistic quark model is character-

Iced» In its original form» by a number of interesting properties

and by a great mathematical simplicity. As an Independent quark

model> however» it requires the remeoy of the center-of-maso cor-

rections. We have shown that» as far as the mass spectrum and the

static properties of the ground-state baryono are concerned» this

can be done in a satisfactory way by applying the method of refs.

<12> and (13) .

Our fitting of the baryonic spectrum corresponds to an

average accuracy « M > • 29.7 MeV» which is only slightly worse

than that without CM corrections (23.8 MeV) . However» it gives

rise to a «or* satisfactory set of parameters» showing a welcome

decrease of the coupling constant «(̂  and .also of the non-strange

quark—mass.

It would be worth-while to extend the present analysis

to include» for instance» the first radially excited poeitive

It
parity baryons .

An important extension of the model is concerned with

the introduction of a pionic cloud surrounding a quark-corr •

a relevant feature inspired by QCD. The contribution of tho
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plan cloud, nevertheless, modifies the wo d el substantially

requires a detailed and separate treatment. A preliminary ac-

count of thla extension» however, aeema to Indicate promlaalng

reault«
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TABLE CAPTIONS»

TABLE li Coefficient» appearing in th» calculation of th»

«agnvtic and electric OGE energlea» eqs.(3.10>.

TABLE 21 navies obtained for th» low-lying S-wav» bar yon».

<in rioV) .

TABLE 3i Maasas of th» low-lying S-wav» M«*OI->S, obtained

with th» *amo para«ttars of th» baryonic fitting.

(In «»V>.

TABLE 41 Magnotic lioawnts of th» X oct»t baryon* in nucloar

•agnoton* <n.«.) .

TABLE 3» Acial v»etor constant* a, for thoyS-dacay of th» J-*

octet baryona.
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TA&LE 1 !

BARYONS

N

A

z

I'l

r
—»
si

MESONS

c
w

0

k

7T

a,.

- 1 2

- 9

- S

- 3

- 6

- 3

- 3

O

a~

- 4

- 4

0

- 3

- 3

- 1 2

0

0

- 4

- 4

0

2

2

0

O

o

0

2

0

0

- 3

- 3

- 3

0

- 3

- 3

- *

O *

0

O

- 4

- 3

- 3

0

0

- 1

- 1

- t

o

- 1

- 1

o

* .

0

o

0

- 1

-l

0

4.
0

2

2

2

O

2

2

O

Jfc
O

o

o

2

2

0

4.
0

- X

- X

-X

0

- I

-X

o

A.
0

o

o

- l

-X

0
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TABLE 2>

BARYONS

N
A
I
—
A

Z'

(Ref.10)

INPUT

INPUT

1130

130*

INPUT

1393

1347

1693

Fi tted
mass**

INPUT

1114.6

1141.3

1292.3

INPUT

1387.2

1533.7

INPUT

Eioer imerit
(ref.15)

938

1116

1193

1313

1232

1383

1530

1672

TABLE 3i

MESONS

e

0
K
K*
Tf

Fitted

763.1

763.1

1063 .1

34.0.3

923.4

247.?

Eip*r intent
<ref .13)

770

783

1020

497

692

133
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4*

n

A

r+

E*

Z~

—-

(r.A)

tmmt.xo»

INPUT

-1 .86

-O.66

2.7O

O.84

- I .02

-1.90

-O.37

Pitted Jl

3.OS

-1.98

-O.69

2.78

0.8S

-1.08

-1.90

-O.64

-1.62

Eip*ri«*nt
(r»f.1S>

2.7928

-1.9130

-O.613±O.OO4

2.379±O.2O

0.46 SO.28

-1.1O ±O.OS

-1.2S0t0.014

-0.69 ±O.O4

-1 82 ^ " ^

TtHBUE St

HCAY

» »p •" V

£•» .*5

Z-*Zv9

<R»f.lO)

INPUT

0.78

-0.26

O.26

1 .3

Fitted jk

INPUT

0.801

-0.263

0.174

1.3O4

1.3O4

Exp«riM«nt
Craf.IS)

1.2S4±O.O06

O.694tO.O2S

±0.372t0.090

0.2S ± O.OS




